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Racism, Stereotypes, 
Culture Clash, and 
Religion: A Poetry 

Reading
Analysis of Experiences through The Poet X and 

Poetry



1.
The Poet X and 
“Blackness, Latinidad and 
Minority Linked Fate” 

Analysis and Discussion
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The Poet X and “Blackness, Latinidad and Minority Linked Fate” 

◎ Xiomara does not specifically comment on her skin color or identity as 
an Afro-Latina

○ Focus more on Latina identity and culture
○ Poetry about her hair and appearance compared to others

◎ Marginalized as both Latina and Afro-Latina
○ Within family: has to do chores and housework, not allowed to date, 

attending church and confession
◎ Friends from multiple groups and ethnicities

○ Afro-Latinxs (Caridad), African Americans (Father Sean), Whites 
(poetry group)

◎ Not necessarily a “Minority Linked Fate”
○ Not held to a specific fate as an Afro-Latina or minority
○ Members from minorities share experiences and commonalities 

that unite them
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2.
Our COIL Un-Essay: Poetry

Racism, Stereotypes, Culture 
Clash, and Religion
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Link to Our Poetry Recital, Written Poetry, and Rubric
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Poetry Recital - 
https://youtu.be/MZfAEidWMFQ 

Written Poetry - 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p74GyuFskfoHhJ08cRkDqosjsz7jIdhzFU0
HBofupSA/edit?usp=sharing
 

Rubric - 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12eMK9P4gGmolfywfHlIKbeKgoe8b_nZRW
bGdocAv5sA/edit?usp=sharing
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p74GyuFskfoHhJ08cRkDqosjsz7jIdhzFU0HBofupSA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1p74GyuFskfoHhJ08cRkDqosjsz7jIdhzFU0HBofupSA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12eMK9P4gGmolfywfHlIKbeKgoe8b_nZRWbGdocAv5sA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12eMK9P4gGmolfywfHlIKbeKgoe8b_nZRWbGdocAv5sA/edit?usp=sharing


3.
Socio-Historical Context
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The Poet X: Socio-Historical Context. 

◎ 21st century novel telling a (very much) 21st century story.
◎ Harlem, NY. :Xiomara as a transcultural, cosmopolitan and 

borderless individual
◎ “Neither here nor there”
◎ Growing up in NY as a child of Dominican immigrants
◎ Struggle with family, faith and self-acceptance (21st century 

awareness)
◎ Communities as closed groups
◎ Trying to break conventions
◎ Need to get out 
◎ You vs. The environment 
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4.
Glossary of Terms
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Glossary: Intersectionality

◎ Intersectionality is the method of 
analyzing the relationships along multiple 
parts of identity, such as race, ethnicity, 
language, heritage or immigration status. 

◎ This term was coined by Crenshaw, 
opposing what is considered the default 
individual in America, as Lorde puts it “this 
norm is usually defined as white, thin, 
male, young, heterosexual, Christian, and 
financially secure” (Lorde 1984, p. 2)

For instance, in The Poet X, Xavier/Twin is Latino, 
black, a first-generation immigrant and gay.
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Glossary: Mestiza

◎ Mestiza is a term used by Gloria Anzaldua to refer to the 
“product of the transfer of the cultural and spiritual values of one 
group to another.” 

◎ In this sense, Anzaldua says that “being tricultural, monolingual, 
bilingual, or multilingual…and in a state of perpetual transition, 
la mestiza faces the dilemma of the mixed breed: which 
collectivity does the daughter of a darkskinned mother listen to?” 
(Anzaldua, p. 100).

◎ This dilemma may remind us of Xiomara’s situation, perhaps not 
as related to her mother’s color of skin, but to her religion: 
should Xiomara listen to her mother and her family’s tradition, or 
to what she wants as an American Afro-Latina in the 21st 
century. 10



Glossary: Mestiza Consciousness

◎ Mestiza consciousness was another term popularized by Gloria Anzaldua that 
describes the dual reality of a biracial person or someone who has a "dual or 
multiple personality... a product of the transfer of the cultural and spiritual values of 
one group to another… sandwiched between two cultures… la mestiza undergoes a 
… a struggle of borders, an inner war" (p.100). 

◎ In addition,  Anzaldua talks about the importance of being flexible and open-
minded, as "the new mestiza copes by developing a tolerance for contradictions, a 
tolerance for ambiguity... she has a plural personality, she operates in a pluralistic 
mode- nothing is thrust out... nothing rejected" (p. 101).

◎ In The Poet X, Xiomara portrays a mestiza consciousness. She is both a Latina and 
black. As a result, she is in a liminal space between her native culture, Latina, 
governed by her mom’s rules, and the American culture.
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Glossary: Liminal Space

◎ A liminal space could be defined as a place of 
transition, in this case, a threshold between two 
identities, realities, or cultures that are part of a 
whole. 

◎ Xiomara feels like she does not belong to any of 
her two realities and to both at the same time. 

◎ She is stuck between the reality that is her home 
and family, and the outside world she navigates.

○ Religion, purity and tradition vs. hip-hop, 
“forbidden relationships” and “forbidden 
hobbies” (poetry)
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5.
Post-Project Conclusions
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Post-Project Conclusions
◎ America and Spain have both similarities and differences

○ Same school year, familial relationships (not formal with elders)
○ Many parts of Spain are religious, while America is diverse in the scope of faith
○ America is less accepting of differences in opinion and likes/dislikes

◎ Entire group had similar interpretations and takeaways from book, despite different 
cultural backgrounds

○ Saw religion and her family’s expectations as extremely limiting and confining for 
Xiomara

○ Xiomara truly found her voice and was able to express herself through poetry
◎ Did not think negatively about religion or her Afro-Latina identity but instead 

used poetry to embrace it
○ Often saw Xiomara and other characters, such as Xavier, hiding themselves and 

parts of their identity to please others
◎ Un-essay project specifically - entire group able to relate to Xiomara’s experiences in 

some way, even though not all of us were Hispanic or Latina
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